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Key Takeaways – Day 1
WELCOME ADDRESS

Drive Change and Transformation

2021
turning crisis into
opportunity

Growth

to transform
organization

Talent
❖ right skillset
❖ upskilling
❖ Future ready

Innovation & digital
transformation

Workforce and talent
transformation

workforce and
talent
transformation

Technology
❖ Digitalization
❖ AI & ML

to adopt a
new
mindset that
focusses on
empathy
and
functionality

business
remain
relevant

Key Takeaways – Day 1

In 2020, profitability was higher in H2 2020 driven by industry performance.
In the life insurance and family takaful sector underwriting profit has
generally been sustained despite slow growth.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
For General sector, better underwriting results and higher operating profits as
compared with other sectors. Total premium grew by 11% as at end of May
2021

The Insurance & Takaful industry can play a bigger role towards supporting
the economic hardship and recovery
The industry has stepped forward with Covid relief measures to help the policy
holders and put together the Covid test fund. There needs to be social and
economic corporation to create value for all.
Climate Action and Managing Climate Risk
a. to promote sustainable risk management practices to guide industry
players in managing the climate risk.
b. to develop institutional capacity for climate risk in their business strategy
and risk management
Digitalization – developing a framework to promote new digital players and
institutional transformation in the domestic Insurance and Takaful industry.
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Choices we make

Being cognizant of
Where We Stand
Today
Adaptive Leadership: A Four-Part
Framework For Your Organizations
to Make Sustainable Progress

Surface & Repair
Being cognizant of How
Today’s Decisions
Define Our Destiny

Anticipate & Prepare
Future

Bringing
Improvement To The
Reality We Are In

Making Things
Right & Doing
The Right
Things

Growth = Making progress

❖ with action or activity
❖ Define the problem
technically and
adaptively

Knowledge Awareness
Skill, Results, Action
Mindset Values

Make
choices that
leads to
growth

Key Takeaways Day 1: What We Learned in 2020 – How to Nurture and
Support Staff Well-being and a Positive Employee Experience
Providing a safe space for employees to speak
out about their feelings or share feedback

Shift from employee experience to life
experience approach

Plan or manage the physical boundaries while
working at home for better work - life balance

Focus on helping employees live healthier,
longer and better lives

On-going support by the employer through
various mediums or platforms to share about
mental well-being initiatives

Uncertainty is the worst state of mind – and the
way we manage the uncertainties is crucial

KEY TAKEAWAYS DAY 1: SUSTAINING PEAK PERFORMANCE AS A
LEADER BEYOND ANY CRISIS
Set right a tone
for your team
and take
responsibility.

Help the team
flourish with active
involvement
and brainstorm
ideas in a safe
space

Leader who
embeds the growth
mindset and leading
by example is part
of the sustainability
cycle.
Expand your
thinking - accept
other people's
ideas

Be curious not
judgmental strong desire to
know or learn

Get team
members involved
in decision making
so that they feel
valued

Re-thinking the
purpose of your
team and be curious
to close the
feedback loop

